sewNews
10 Hot Tips for Your Wedding-Fabric Scraps
use bridal fabric leftovers in these clever projects,
Jun/Jul:42
300 Covers...and Counting!
Sew News covers from 1980 to today, Nov:14-15

A
Accessories
embellish flip-flops and make a gift bag,
Aug/Sep:36-41
make a fitted headband using fabric scraps,
Mar:42-44
make bridal keepsakes, Jun/Jul:56-63
stitch a belt with designer details, Mar:60-63
stylish and functional buttons, Dec:58
transform common household items into unique
purses, Mar:46-49
Advertiser Index
Jan:76, Feb:51, Mar:87, Apr/May:96, Jun/Jul:97,
Aug/Sep:91, Oct:80, Nov:79, Dec:87
After Forty, Part 1: Bust & Back
alter patterns to fit the over-forty figure, Nov:30-35
After Forty, Part 2: Lower Torso & Bodice
alter patterns to fit the over-forty figure, Dec:30-34
Alterations
adapt a standard garment to accommodate a
shelf bra, Feb:24-26
add a peplum to a basic bodice, Nov:40-46
alter patterns to fit the over-forty figure, Dec:30-34
alter patterns to fit the over-forty figure, Nov:30-35
alter school uniforms to fit properly and meet
school guidelines, Aug/Sep:26-31
fit a pant pattern using a muslin, Jan:28-29
reducing dart bulk, Feb:12
transform a vintage gown for a modern bride,
Jun/Jul:38-41
see also fit and “Fitting”
Appliqué
add color to a skirt hem with double-sided
appliqués, Oct:40-43
add sparkle to projects with iron-on crystals and
metallics, Oct:24-27
learn which presser foot to use and when, Nov:27
Archer, Pam (author)
a shower curtain makes a one-of-a-kind raincoat,
Mar:64-67
Arm Candy
serge fingerless gloves, Mar:68-69
Armhole
alter patterns to fit the over-forty figure, Nov:34
learn to fit square-armhole garments, Oct:28-31
Asahina, Jon (author)
use wireless networking with your embroidery
machine, Oct:32-34

B
Baby on Board
stitch a diaper bag with attached changing pad,
Mar:50-55
Backpack
repair zippers in tents and other outdoor gear,
Aug/Sep:56-59
stitch a diaper bag with attached changing pad,
Mar:50-55
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Bags
embellish flip-flops and make a gift bag,
Aug/Sep:40-41
felt a laptop carrying case, Oct:58-59
make bridal keepsakes, Jun/Jul:62-63
make three workout accessories, Jan:38-41
stitch a diaper bag with attached changing pad,
Mar:50-55
stitch a lunch bag for school or office,
Aug/Sep:52-53
Bailey, Heather (author)
make a fitted headband using fabric scraps,
Mar:42-44
Bailey, Isaac (author)
how to use embroidery software on a Mac,
Aug/Sep:32-34
Bashynski, Kate (author)
add a personal touch to a wedding with
embroidered ribbon accessories, Jun/Jul:34-37
embellish flip-flops and make a gift bag,
Aug/Sep:36-41
pintuck basics; stitch a curtain, Apr/May:90-94
Basics
add sparkle to projects with iron-on crystals and
metallics, Oct:24-27
add texture and interest to fabric, Feb:19-23
details on needle types, sizes, maintenance and
bobbins, Aug/Sep:21-24
finishing fleece edges, Mar:19-23
learn which presser foot to use and when,
Nov:23-29
make a quality bound buttonhole, Dec:25-28
make an easy, low-cost bridal veil, Jun/Jul:26-31
measuring for home decorating, Apr/May:22-26
tips for professional results, Jan:22-24
using charmeuse as an accent fabric, Jun/Jul:2225
Bath Splash
stitch a stylish bath mat, Apr/May:76-77
Bathroom
complete a room’s décor with coordinating
tissue-box covers, Apr/May:70-74
corral tub toys in a mesh tote, Apr/May:64-66
stitch a stylish bath mat, Apr/May:76-77
use the appropriate stabilizer to embroider on
terry cloth, Jan:30-32
Be Seated
personalize chair covers, Jun/Jul:50-51
Beading
learn which presser foot to use and when, Nov:28
Bed Head
headboard options, Apr/May:84-89
Bedding
headboard options, Apr/May:84-89
measuring for home decorating, Apr/May:25-26
Beginners
interview with TV host April Eden, Jun/Jul:14-15
makeover show host David Beaupre breathes
new life into old junk, Mar:10-12
one man’s first sewing class, Aug/Sep:50-51
pintuck basics; stitch a curtain, Apr/May:90-94
save scraps for testing interfacings, Jan:13
see also “The Basics”
Behind the Scenes
advice on starting a sewing business,

Aug/Sep:70-75
interview with B Original host Michele Beschen,
Jan:18-19
interview with pattern and fabric designer Amy
Butler, Feb:14-15
learn how sewing helps you live longer, Jan:56-57
makeover show host David Beaupre breathes
new life into old junk, Mar:10-12
Nancy Zieman talks about her 25 years on
television, Oct:18-20
newest fashion trends, Apr/May:83
organizing the sewing room, Feb:17
Sew News covers from 1980 to today, Nov:14-15
start the year with a clean slate, Jan:36-37
use wireless networking with your embroidery
machine, Oct:32-34
Bell, Trenia (author)
choosing and sewing trims, Apr/May:28-32
Belts
stitch a belt with designer details, Mar:60-63
tips and techniques for turning fabric tubes,
Feb:53-54
Between the Lines
embellish a corduroy purse with decorative
stitches, Oct:54-57
Betzina, Sandra (author)
party decorating ideas, Jan:60-63
see “Sewing Solutions from Sandra Betzina”
Bias tape
complete a room’s décor with coordinating tissuebox covers, Apr/May:73
make your own coordinating bias tape, Mar:13
Binding
finishing fleece edges, Mar:20-21
growth chart made with chalkboard fabric,
Aug/Sep:66-67
measuring for home decorating, Apr/May:26
replace a jeans waistband with a bound one for
more comfort, Aug/Sep:79
stitch a jacket enhanced with kimono fabric,
Nov:59
Bloemendaal, Gena (author)
add texture and interest to fabric, Feb:19-23
Ami Simms’ Alzheimer’s Art Quilt Initiative
includes a traveling exhibit, book and auction,
Nov:20
corral tub toys in a mesh tote, Apr/May:64-66
Karen Artichoker asks for donations to the South
Dakota women’s shelter Changleska,
Aug/Sep:12
machine embroidery software options, Feb:38-39
make a pet carrier with screen windows, Mar:5658
Rae French, founder of The Snuggles Project,
stitches towels, fleece and fabric into comfort
for homeless animals, Apr/May:14
The Career Wardrobe benefits when Viv Pickle
Custom Handbags’ staff and volunteers
construct a giant handbag, Feb:13
Book reviews
see Books
Books
101 Ways to Use Your First Sewing Machine,
Jun/Jul:92
200 Braids to Twist, Knot, Loop, or Weave,
Jun/Jul:92
90 Minute Fleece, Oct:76
Alzheimer’s: Forgetting Piece by Piece, Nov:73
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Art of Landscape Quilting, The, Oct:76
Chic Bags, Nov:73
Complete Photo Guide to Curtains and Draperies,
The, Apr/May:104
Contemporary Machine-Embroidered Fashions,
Nov:73
Felt It! Stitch It! Fabulous!, Dec:80
In Praise of the Needlewoman, Feb:65
Irresistible Embroidered Bags, Dec:80
Knitting Classic Style, Dec:80
Last-Minute Fabric Gifts, Jan:74
Needle Felting, Feb:65
Oh Sew Easy Duvet Covers & Curtains, Apr/May:104
Print Your Own Fabric, Aug/Sep:89
Sew Easy Bags, Mar:79
Sew Gifty, Aug/Sep:89
Sew Hip, Jan:74
Sew Subversive, Mar:79
Simple Gifts to Stitch, Oct:76
Simply Stylish Bags, Aug/Sep:89
So Easy ... Home Sewing, Apr/May:104
Stylish Skirts, Feb:65
Super Crafty, Jan:74
T-Shirt Makeovers, Mar:79
Vogue Sewing: Revised and Updated, Jun/Jul:92
Borders
choosing and sewing trims, Apr/May:32
Bound Buttonholes
make a quality bound buttonhole, Dec:25-28
Bound for Comfort
replace a jeans waistband with a bound one for more
comfort, Aug/Sep:76-80
Bridal Boutique
make bridal keepsakes, Jun/Jul:56-63
Business
advice on starting a sewing business, Aug/Sep:70-75
Button Showcase
stylish and functional buttons, Dec:54-58
Buttonholes
make a quality bound buttonhole, Dec:25-28
personalize chair covers, Jun/Jul:51
stylish and functional buttons, Dec:54-58
tips for professional results, Jan:23
Buttons, covered
stitch a jacket enhanced with kimono fabric, Nov:57,
60

C
Calendar
Apr/May:18-19
Aug/Sep:14
Jan:12
Jun/Jul:16-17
Cards
make party invitations and place cards from fabric,
Nov:52-55
stitched postcards, Jun/Jul:17
Carter, Emily (author)
use the appropriate stabilizer to embroider on terry
cloth, Jan:30-32
Case Logic
make a pencil case, Aug/Sep:54
Chairs
fit and sew a slipcover, Apr/May:34-41
party decorating ideas, Jan:62-63

personalize chair covers, Jun/Jul:50-51
Charitable Sewing
see “Giving Back”
Chase, Christie (author)
winners of the 2007 Make It With Wool contest,
Nov:62-64
Cheers!
stitch colorful coasters, Jan:64-65
Chenille
stitch a stylish bath mat, Apr/May:76-77
Children
alter school uniforms to fit properly and meet school
guidelines, Aug/Sep:26-31
construct a portable nap mat correction, Oct:10
construct a portable nap mat, Mar:14-15
corral tub toys in a mesh tote, Apr/May:64-66
growth chart made with chalkboard fabric,
Aug/Sep:64-67
make a fitted headband using fabric scraps,Mar:43
make a pencil case, Aug/Sep:54
make a portable felt game board, Aug/Sep:60-63
make party invitations and place cards from fabric,
Nov:52-55
stitch a diaper bag with attached changing pad,
Mar:50-55
stitch a lunch bag for school or office, Aug/Sep:52-53
Christianson, Kelly (author)
finishing fleece edges, Mar:19-23
repair zippers in tents and other outdoor gear,
Aug/Sep:56-59

the latest Halloween costume patterns, Oct:52
Costumes
dye fabrics from your stash to make a colorful gypsy
costume, Oct:48-50
the latest Halloween costume patterns, Oct:52
tips for creating costumes, Oct:14
Couching
learn which presser foot to use and when, Nov:28
personalize chair covers, Jun/Jul:51
stitch a treat-filled stocking for your pet, Dec:65
Crawford, Barbara (author)
add needle-felted elements to sweaters, Feb:42-47
two sweatshirts make a creative coat, Dec:42-46
Crystals
add sparkle to projects with iron-on crystals and
metallics, Oct:24-27
Cuffs
check the fit of sleeves before setting them into a
garment, Mar:26, 28
hem cuffed slacks, Dec:12
replace a jeans waistband with a bound one for more
comfort, Aug/Sep:80
stitch perfect points and corners, Oct:20
use a template to mark stitching lines, Dec:17
using charmeuse as an accent fabric, Jun/Jul:22-25
Culshaw, Julie (author)
check the fit of sleeves before setting them into a
garment, Mar:24-28

Clark, Sandra (author)
pleated tuxedo place mats, Jun/Jul:52-55

Cumbie, Rae (author)
add a skirt-shaping petticoat to a special-occasion
gown, Jun/Jul:70-74
learn to fit square-armhole garments, Oct:28-31

Classes
one man’s first sewing class, Aug/Sep:50-51

Curtains
see window treatments

Clippings (column)
Jan:12-13, Feb:16-17, Mar:9, Apr/May:9, 18-19,
Jun/Jul:16-17, Aug/Sept:9, 14-15, Oct:11, 14-15,
Nov:11, 14-15, Dec:14-15

Cutting
cutting silk and rayon accurately, Jun/Jul:18

Closures
home-dec fabrics make a fashionable trench coat,
Dec:62
stylish and functional buttons, Dec:57
Clothing
a shower curtain makes a one-of-a-kind raincoat,
Mar:67
Cohen, Gail (author)
learn how sewing helps you live longer, Jan:56-57
Collars
stitch a jacket enhanced with kimono fabric, Nov:57
stitch perfect points and corners, Oct:20
tips for professional results, Jan:22
use a template to mark stitching lines, Dec:17
using charmeuse as an accent fabric, Jun/Jul:22-25
Contests
Crafting a Better Planet Quilt Competition,
Aug/Sep:14
Emerging Young Designer of the Year, Jun/Jul:16-17
stitched postcards, Jun/Jul:17
winners of the 2007 Make It With Wool contest,
Nov:62-64
Cording
fit and sew a slipcover, Apr/May:36-37

Cutwork
use built-in alphabet designs to enhance a hat,
Mar:30-33

D
Darts
alter patterns to fit the over-forty figure, Dec:31-33
alter patterns to fit the over-forty figure, Nov:30-35
reducing dart bulk, Feb:12
stitch a perfect dart, Mar:15
Deckert, Barbara (author)
see “Plus-Size Solutions”
Decorate to Celebrate
party decorating ideas, Jan:60-63
Decorative Stitches
embellish a corduroy purse with decorative stitches,
Oct:54-57
embellish flip-flops and make a gift bag, Aug/Sep:3641
Dennis, Andrea (author)
add a peplum to a basic bodice, Nov:40-46
using charmeuse as an accent fabric, Jun/Jul:22-25
Design Ideas
design dresses that fit and flatter each bridesmaid,
Jun/Jul:64-69
stitch a jacket enhanced with kimono fabric, Nov:60

Costume Creations
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Dig Up Those UFOs
start the year with a clean slate, Jan:36-37
Do the Bustle
adding a bustle makes a gown more functional,
Jun/Jul:76-83
Doyle, Robert (author)
cleaning antique clothing, Feb:10-11
Doyle, Sarah J. (author)
details on needle types, sizes, maintenance and
bobbins, Aug/Sep:21-24
Drapes
see window treatments
Dresses
design dresses that fit and flatter each bridesmaid,
Jun/Jul:64-69
Dyeing
capture images from nature on fabric with sunsensitive paints, Oct:44-46
dye fabrics from your stash to make a colorful gypsy
costume, Oct:48-50

E
Easy Sneezy
complete a room’s décor with coordinating tissue-box
covers, Apr/May:70-74
Elastic
hand wash garments with elastic, Nov:17
inserting elastic, Feb:16
make a fitted headband using fabric
scraps, Mar:42-44
make bridal keepsakes, Jun/Jul:59
stitch a diaper bag with attached changing pad,
Mar:54
stitch an exercise wardrobe, Jan:51-52
Ellex, Cheryl (author)
learn which presser foot to use and when, Nov:23-29
Embroidery
needlecraft designer Michael Jolly shares his vision,
Nov:18
Embroidery machine
see also “Machine Review”
use wireless networking with your embroidery
machine, Oct:32-34
Ergonomic sewing
practice “Sewing Yoga” to alleviate aches and pains,
Jan:42-46
Erickson, Karen (author)
fit and sew a slipcover, Apr/May:34-41
Eye for Eyelet, An
stitching eyelet yardage, Feb: 34-37

F
Fabric
add interfacing to leather and suede, Dec:17
add needle-felted elements to sweaters, Feb:46
binder clips hold zipper in place, Oct:10
cleaning antique clothing, Feb:10-11
corral tub toys in a mesh tote, Apr/May:66
definitions and tips for sewing tricky fabric,
Aug/Sep:18-19
determine a fabric’s grain, Feb:16
foolproof technique for inserting zippers in pullovers,
Dec:51
growth chart made with chalkboard fabric,
Aug/Sep:64-67
home-dec fabrics make a fashionable trench coat,

Dec:60-62
learn where to match plaids, Aug/Sep:05
look to styles of the past when building your fall
wardrobe, Oct:65
see also fabric type
stitch a jacket enhanced with kimono fabric, Nov:58
stitch an exercise wardrobe, Jan:50
stitching eyelet yardage, Feb: 34-37
stitching with minky fabric, Jan:15
tips for stitching rayon, Dec:16
tips for storing fabric in plastic containers, Nov:13
use the appropriate stabilizer to embroider on terry
cloth, Jan:30-32
using charmeuse as an accent fabric, Jun/Jul:22-25
Fabric Manipulation
add texture and interest to fabric, Feb:19-23
Fabrics
stitch an exercise wardrobe, Jan:50
Facings
stitching eyelet yardage, Feb:36
using charmeuse as an accent fabric, Jun/Jul:22-25
Fashion
adding a bustle makes a gown more functional,
Jun/Jul:76-83
design dresses that fit and flatter each bridesmaid,
Jun/Jul:64-69
interview with B Original host Michele Beschen,
Jan:19
look to styles of the past when building your fall
wardrobe, Oct:60-65
make a quality bound buttonhole, Dec:27
Mark Montano talks about his career in fashion
design, Aug/Sep:16-17
newest fashion trends, Apr/May:78-83
winners of the 2007 Make It With Wool contest,
Nov:62-64
Fashion Collection , The, Sew News:
Spring ‘07
new Sew News garment and home-dec patterns,
Mar:36-41
Fashion Collection, Fall 2007, The
new Sew News patterns, Aug/Sep:44-49
Felted Florals
add needle-felted elements to sweaters, Feb:42-47
Felted wool
start the year with a clean slate, Jan:37
Felting
add needle-felted elements to sweaters, Feb:42-47
felt a laptop carrying case, Oct:58-59
two sweatshirts make a creative coat, Dec:42-46
Feminine Touches
a simple shirring technique imitates smocking,
Feb:56-58
Final Cut (column)
Jan:82, Feb:74, Mar:90, Apr/May:114, Jun/Jul:106,
Aug/Sept:98, Oct:90, Nov:82, Dec:90
Fit
add a peplum to a basic bodice, Nov:42
design dresses that fit and flatter each bridesmaid,
Jun/Jul:64-69
fit a pant pattern using a muslin, Jan:26-29
specific garment/pattern adjustments; see also
“Fitting”
transform a vintage gown for a modern bride,
Jun/Jul:41
Fit to be Tied
make a fitted headband using fabric scraps, Mar:4244

Fitting (column), alterations and fitting
adapt a standard garment to accommodate a shelf
bra, Feb:24-26
alter patterns to fit the over-forty figure, Dec:30-34
alter patterns to fit the over-forty figure, Nov:30-35
alter school uniforms to fit properly and meet school
guidelines, Aug/Sep:26-31
check the fit of sleeves before setting them into a
garment, Mar:24-28
fit a pant pattern using a muslin, Jan:26-29
fit and sew a slipcover, Apr/May:34-41
learn to fit square-armhole garments, Oct:28-31
transform a vintage gown for a modern bride,
Jun/Jul:38-41
Fleece
choose the best fleece brand and weight for a
project, Nov:13
finishing fleece edges, Mar:19-23
two sweatshirts make a creative coat, Dec:42-46
French seam
add sparkle to a holiday hemline, Nov:49
Fringe
choosing and sewing trims, Apr/May:28-29
Front band
stitch a jacket enhanced with kimono fabric,
Nov:57-59
Fusing
tips for using fusible interfacings on loose-weave and
lightweight fabrics, Jun/Jul:18

G
Gear Up to Work Out
make three workout accessories, Jan:38-41
Gifts
add a personal touch to a wedding with embroidered
ribbon accessories, Jun/Jul:37
corral tub toys in a mesh tote, Apr/May:64-66
embellish flip-flops and make a gift bag, Aug/Sep:4041
embroider cocktail napkins, Jan:58-59
embroider geometric motifs to create a mobile,
Apr/May:42-43
favors for wedding guests, Jun/Jul:10
fill a gift bag for a sewing friend, Dec:14
gifts for bridesmaids, Jun/Jul:10
make a pencil case, Aug/Sep:54
make a pet carrier with screen windows, Mar:56-58
make a portable felt game board, Aug/Sep:60-63
make party invitations and place cards from fabric,
Nov:52-55
make three workout accessories, Jan:38-41
make unique fabric vases, Feb:48-50
stitch a kitchen message board, Apr/May:56-58
stitch a lunch bag for school or office, Aug/Sep:52-53
stitch a treat-filled stocking for your pet, Dec:64-66
stitch colorful coasters, Jan:64-65
stitch silverware holders and china protectors,
Jun/Jul:46-49
use the appropriate stabilizer to embroider on terry
cloth, Jan:32
use your sewing machine to make gift wrap, Dec:3638
Giving Back
Ami Simms’ Alzheimer’s Art Quilt Initiative includes a
traveling exhibit, book and auction, Nov:20
Karen Artichoker asks for donations to the South
Dakota women’s shelter Changleska, Aug/Sep:12
Rae French, founder of The Snuggles Project,
stitches towels, fleece and fabric into comfort for
homeless animals, Apr/May:14
The Career Wardrobe benefits when Viv Pickle
Custom Handbags’ staff and volunteers construct
a giant handbag, Feb:13
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Gloves
serge fingerless gloves, Mar:68-69
Goddard, Stephanie Corina (author)
add color to a skirt hem with double-sided appliqués,
Oct:40-43
replace a jeans waistband with a bound one for more
comfort, Aug/Sep:76-80
tips and techniques for turning fabric tubes, Feb:5254
Got Wool?
winners of the 2007 Make It With Wool contest,
Nov:62-64
Gray, Lucy (author)
capture images from nature on fabric with sunsensitive paints, Oct:44-46
Griepentrog, Linda Turner (author)
add sparkle to projects with iron-on crystals and
metallics, Oct:24-27
use your sewing machine to make gift wrap, Dec:3638
Grommets
add color to a skirt hem with double-sided appliqués,
Oct:41
finishing fleece edges, Mar:22-23
Guess My Guise
dye fabrics from your stash to make a colorful gypsy
costume, Oct:48-50

H
Hand stitches
choose the proper needle for the project, Aug/Sep:25
Handbags
changing handles, Jan:10
embellish a corduroy purse with decorative stitches,
Oct:54-57
insert an internal-flex handbag frame, Aug/Sep:10-11
make bridal keepsakes, Jun/Jul:62-63
transform common household items into unique
purses, Mar:46-49
Hand-Sewing Needles
choose the proper needle for the project,
Aug/Sep:25
Hanging Charm
embroider geometric motifs to create a mobile,
Apr/May:42-43
Happy Camper?
repair zippers in tents and other outdoor gear
Aug/Sep:56-59
Happy Hour
embroider cocktail napkins, Jan:58-59
Happy Howl-idays
stitch a treat-filled stocking for your pet, Dec:64-66
Hard-to-find items
see “Making Connections”
Hats
use built-in alphabet designs to enhance a hat,
Mar:30-33
Haute Dog
make a pet carrier with screen windows, Mar:56-58
Heirloom Sewing
cleaning antique clothing, Feb:10-11
pintuck basics; stitch a curtain, Apr/May:90-94
transform a vintage gown for a modern bride,
Jun/Jul:38-41

Heirloom Techniques
use the embroidery machine to re-create traditional
techniques, Feb:28-31

Home-dec trims
choosing and sewing trims, Apr/May:28-32
complete a room’s décor with coordinating tissue-box
covers, Apr/May:74
makeover show host David Beaupre breathes new
life into old junk, Mar:12
stitching eyelet yardage, Feb: 35-36
tips for professional results, Jan:23

Hem for the Holidays
add sparkle to a holiday hemline, Nov:48-51

Horton, Thelma (author)
make a quality bound buttonhole, Dec:25-28

Hems
add color to a skirt hem with double-sided appliqués,
Oct:40-43
add sparkle to a holiday hemline, Nov:48-51
check the fit of sleeves before setting them into a
garment, Mar:28
fit and sew a slipcover, Apr/May:41
hem cuffed slacks, Dec:12
learn which presser foot to use and when, Nov:26-27
stitch an exercise wardrobe, Jan:52-53
stitching eyelet yardage, Feb: 36-37
tips for professional results, Jan:24

I

Henry, Lorraine (author)
alter patterns to fit the over-forty figure, Dec:30-34
alter patterns to fit the over-forty figure, Nov:30-35

It’s a Cinch
stitch a belt with designer details, Mar:60-63

use built-in alphabet designs to enhance a hat,
Mar:30-33
use the embroidery machine to re-create traditional
techniques, Feb:28-31

Here Come the Bridesmaids
design dresses that fit and flatter each bridesmaid,
Jun/Jul:64-69
Home decorating
add texture and interest to fabric, Feb:22-23
capture images from nature on fabric with sunsensitive paints, Oct:46
choosing and sewing trims, Apr/May:28-32
complete a room’s décor with coordinating tissue-box
covers, Apr/May:70-74
construct and mount a roman shade, Apr/May:46-54
embroider cocktail napkins, Jan:58-59
embroider geometric motifs to create a mobile,
Apr/May:42-43
embroidered leaf napkin rings, Nov:36-37
fit and sew a slipcover, Apr/May:34-41
headboard options, Apr/May:84-89
home-dec fabrics make a fashionable trench coat,
Dec:60-62
interview with B Original host Michele Beschen,
Jan:19
interview with pattern and fabric designer Amy Butler,
Feb:14-15
make a bulletin board and boxes to organize the
office, Apr/May:60-63
make party invitations and place cards from fabric,
Nov:52-55
make unique fabric vases, Feb:48-50
measuring for home decorating, Apr/May:22-26
new Sew News garment and home-dec patterns,
Mar:40-41
party decorating ideas, Jan:60-63
personalize chair covers, Jun/Jul:50-51
pintuck basics; stitch a curtain, Apr/May:90-94
pleated tuxedo place mats, Jun/Jul:52-55
stitch a kitchen message board, Apr/May:56-58
stitch a stylish bath mat, Apr/May:76-77
stitch a treat-filled stocking for your pet, Dec:64-66
stitch colorful coasters, Jan:64-65
stitch silverware holders and china protectors,
Jun/Jul:46-49
turn a scarf into a table runner, Feb:40-41
weave and stitch ribbons to make a table runner,
Apr/May:68-69
Home office
advice on starting a sewing business, Aug/Sep:70-75
make a bulletin board and boxes to organize the
office, Apr/May:60-63
use wireless networking with your embroidery
machine, Oct:32-34

Interfacing
complete a room’s décor with coordinating tissue-box
covers, Apr/May:74
makeover show host david Beaupre breathes life into
old junk, Mar:12
stitching eyelet yardage, Feb:35-36
tips for professional results, Jan:23
Ironing
see pressing

It’s a Stretch
stitch an exercise wardrobe, Jan:48-53

J
Jackets
stitch a jacket enhanced with kimono fabric, Nov:5660
stitch perfect points and corners, Oct:20
weight the hem of a swing coat with chain, Dec:17
Jazzed Up Jacket
stitch a jacket enhanced with kimono fabric, Nov:5660
Jeans
replace a jeans waistband with a bound one for more
comfort, Aug/Sep:76-80

K
Keck, Connie (author)
make a portable felt game board, Aug/Sep:60-63
Kimura, Stephanie (author)
add sparkle to a holiday hemline, Nov:48-51
Knits
faux flat-felled seam for knits, Oct:17
makeover show host David Beaupre breathes new
life into old junk, Mar:12
stitch an exercise wardrobe, Jan:48-53

L
Lace
see trim
Lace Bows
use your sewing machine to make gift wrap,
Dec:36-38
Leather
see fabric
Lee, Linda (author)
all of your sewing questions answered, Dec:12-13
Let’s Do Lunch
stitch a lunch bag for school or office, Aug/Sep:52-53
Lingerie
a simple shirring technique imitates smocking,
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Feb:58
adapt a standard garment to accommodate a shelf
bra, Feb:24-26
add a skirt-shaping petticoat to a special gown,
Jun/Jul:70-74
stitching eyelet yardage, Feb: 36-37

M
Maas, Deon (author)
stitch a jacket enhanced with kimono fabric, Nov:56-60
Machine embroidery
add sparkle to projects with iron-on crystals and
metallics, Oct:25
embroider cocktail napkins, Jan:58-59
embroidery machine comparison chart, Feb:insert
pintuck basics; stitch a curtain, Apr/May:94
Machine Embroidery (column)
add a personal touch to a wedding with embroidered
ribbon accessories, Jun/Jul:34-37
embellish flip-flops and make a gift bag, Aug/Sep:3641
embroider geometric motifs to create a mobile,
Apr/May:42-43
embroidered leaf napkin rings, Nov:36-37
how to use embroidery software on a Mac,
Aug/Sep:32-34
use built-in alphabet designs to enhance a hat,
Mar:30-33
use the appropriate stabilizer to embroider on terry
cloth, Jan:30-32
use the embroidery machine to re-create traditional
techniques, Feb:28-31
use wireless networking with your embroidery
machine, Oct:32-34
use your sewing machine to make gift wrap, Dec:3638
Machine embroidery, new designs
see also “Stitchout Sideline”
Machine Review
Kenmore, Elite 19005 embroidery machine, Jan:72
Baby Lock, New Espire model BLSR, sewing
machine, Aug/Sep:88
Bernina, Activa 210 sewing machine, Oct:74
Brother, Duetta 4500D embroidery, sewing and
quilting machine, Nov:72
Brother, PE 750D embroidery-only machine, Mar:78
Husqvarna Viking, Sapphire 830 and Sapphire 850,
sewing machines, Jun/Jul:94
Janome, The Heart Truth sewing machine, Dec:78
Janome, Xpression needle-punching machine,
Feb:64
Singer, Inspiration sewing machine, Apr/May:101
Machines
see also “Machine Review”
Make a Splash
a shower curtain makes a one-of-a-kind raincoat,
Mar:64-67
Make it Fit
see “Fitting”
Make it Match
make your own coordinating bias tape, Mar:13
Making Connections
antique sewing tool reproductions, Aug/Sep:86
anti-tarnish cloth, Apr/May:102
attaching beads to fabric, Jun/Jul:90
blackboard fabric, Nov:71
bow tie and cummerbund hardware, Jun/Jul:91
button bracelet supplies, Jan:71
buttonhole elastic, Jan:70
chalk pad for marking stencil designs, Jan:70
children’s furniture kits, Apr/May:103

child’s paint smock pattern, Aug/Sep:87
drape cording for handbags, Jan:71
drawstring elastic, Feb:63
fabric sculpture love birds, Jun/Jul:90
fabrics with southwestern motifs, Aug/Sep:86
flame-resistant fabric, Mar:81
fleece with team logos, Nov:71
foam shoulder pads, Nov:71
formal glove pattern, Jun/Jul:91
fusible interfacing, Oct:73
fusible stabilizing tape, Nov:70
grosgrain ribbon for belts, Dec:76
hook-and-loop closure that doesn’t snag, Mar:81
huck toweling, Apr/May:103
hunter-themed appliqué patterns, Oct:72
instructions for Japanese tailoring, Dec:76
knit collars with printed designs, Dec:77
lawn fabric, Jan:70
magnetic closures, Oct:72
measure and mark cuff lines, Nov:71
men’s shirt patterns, Nov:70
metal tool for pressing hems, Oct:73
miniature iron, Mar:81
needlepoint canvas for clothing, Oct:73
nylon organza, Feb:62
nylon tricot, Nov:71
organic fabric, Oct:72
outback drover’s coat pattern, Aug/Sep:87
Pendleton Indian trade blanket fabric, Dec:76
pincushion that fits on the thumb, Nov:70
piqué fabric, Apr/May:103
protect buttons during washing, Mar:81
purse pattern for machine embroidery, Jun/Jul:91
quilt batting with fusible finish on both sides,
Jun/Jul:91
quilt pattern with sewing-notion appliqué motifs,
Mar:81
rayon seam binding, Jan:71
reflective tape, Oct:73
ribbing for jacket waistband and cuffs, Dec:77
ribbon floss, Aug/Sep:87
ribbon with fruit or flower images, Feb:62
ruler storage, Feb:63
scrubs pattern and medical-theme fabric, Jun/Jul:91
separating zipper, Oct:73
sewing machine cabinet insert, Apr/May:103
Shaker-style sewing boxes, Apr/May:102
Shisha mirrors, Aug/Sep:86-87
shoulder bag pattern, Mar:80
Singer Featherweight sewing table, Aug/Sep:86
snap-together button, Jan:71
soutache braid, Apr/May:102
spot remover for linen, Feb:62
tabletop padding, Feb:62
tape measure ribbon, Mar:80
thread adaptor, Feb:63
thread cutter, Dec:76
thread snips, Feb:63
topsy-turvey doll patterns, Jan:71
twin-blade rotary cutter, Dec:77
waffle-weave thermal knts, Dec:77
whipstitch piping, Apr/May:102
wristwatch with scissors as the hands, Aug/Sep:87
March, Ellen (author)
stitch cozy flannel pajamas, Dec:68-70
Marchant, Ellen (author)
headboard options, Apr/May:84-89
interview with B Original host Michele Beschen,
Jan:18-19
interview with pattern and fabric designer Amy Butler,
Feb:14-15
interview with TV host April Eden, Jun/Jul:14-15
Joan Steffend, host of Decorating Cents, reveals
some sewing and decorating secrets, Apr/May:1617
make a bulletin board and boxes to organize the
office, Apr/May:60-63
make unique fabric vases, Feb:48-50
makeover show host David Beaupre breathes new life

into old junk, Mar:10-12
Mark Montano talks about his career in fashion
design, Aug/Sep:16-17
Martha Stewart talks about sewing, Dec:18-20
Nancy Zieman talks about her 25 years on television,
Oct:18-20
needlecraft designer Michael Jolly shares his vision,
Nov:18
start the year with a clean slate, Jan:36-37
stitch a diaper bag with attached changing pad,
Mar:50-55
weave and stitch ribbons to make a table runner,
Apr/May:68-69
Marking
mark dots with a notch, Oct:17
transferring marks from pattern to fabric, Jun/Jul:18
Marshall, Carmia (author)
turn an ordinary T-shirt into a designer original,
Mar:70-72
Master Pant Pattern
fit a pant pattern using a muslin, Jan:26-29
Men
create a faux pocket scarf, Oct:12-13
one man’s first sewing class, Aug/Sep:50-51
finishing fleece edges, Mar:19-23
Metallic Thread Embroidery
embellish flip-flops and make a gift bag, Aug/Sep:3641
Meyrich, Elissa (author)
stitch a belt with designer details, Mar:60-63
Miters
pleated tuxedo place mats, Jun/Jul:54
Monograms
personalize chair covers, Jun/Jul:51
Mullen, Shannon (author)
felt a laptop carrying case, Oct:58-59
make party invitations and place cards from fabric,
Nov:52-55
personalize chair covers, Jun/Jul:50-51
serge fingerless gloves, Mar:68-69
stitch a lunch bag for school or office, Aug/Sep:52-53
stitch a stylish bath mat, Apr/May:76-77
stitch a treat-filled stocking for your pet, Dec:64-66
stitch colorful coasters, Jan:64-65
turn a scarf into a table runner, Feb:40-41

N
Nancy’s Wrapped Corners
stitch perfect points and corners, Oct:20
Napkin Rings
embroidered leaf napkin rings, Nov:36-37
Napkins
embroider cocktail napkins, Jan:58-59
embroidered leaf napkin rings, Nov:36-37
party decorating ideas, Jan:61-62
pleated tuxedo place mats, Jun/Jul:55
Necklaces
stylish and functional buttons, Dec:58
New products
see “Products & Notions”
Notions
add sparkle to projects with iron-on crystals and
metallics, Oct:26-27
adding a bustle makes a gown more functional,
Jun/Jul:81
choose the proper needle for the project, Aug/Sep:25
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details on needle types, sizes, maintenance and
bobbins, Aug/Sep:21-24
learn which presser foot to use and when, Nov:24
stilettos and needles, Jan:12-13
two sweatshirts make a creative coat, Dec:44
Nuts & Bolts of Sewing
one man’s first sewing class, Aug/Sep:50-51

O
Office Space
make a bulletin board and boxes to organize the
office, Apr/May:60-63
On the Web
Jan:75, Feb:66, Mar:82, Apr/May:105, Jun/Jul:96,
Aug/Sep:90, Oct:78, Nov:74, Dec:82
One to Grow On
growth chart made with chalkboard fabric,
Aug/Sep:64-67
Orens, Mary E. (author)
adding a bustle makes a gown more functional,
Jun/Jul:76-83
transform a vintage gown for a modern bride,
Jun/Jul:38-41
Otto, Pattie (author)
foolproof technique for inserting zippers in pullovers,
Dec:48-53
stitch an exercise wardrobe, Jan:48-53
Outerwear
a shower curtain makes a one-of-a-kind raincoat,
Mar:64-67
add needle felted elements to sweaters, Feb:42-47
cleaning antique clothing, Feb:11
finishing fleece edges, Mar:19-23
foolproof technique for inserting zippers in pullovers,
Dec:48-53
home-dec fabrics make a fashionable trench coat,
Dec:60-62
repair zippers in tents and other outdoor gear,
Aug/Sep:56-59

P
Pants
add a maternity control panel to the front of pants,
Mar:16
alter school uniforms to fit properly and meet school
guidelines, Aug/Sep:26-28
fit a pant pattern using a muslin, Jan:26-29
hem cuffed slacks, Dec:12
replace a jeans waistband with a bound one for more
comfort, Aug/Sep:76-80
stitch cozy flannel pajama pants, Dec:68-70
Party
make party invitations and place cards from fabric,
Nov:52-55
Party Favors
make party invitations and place cards from fabric,
Nov:52-55
Pattern Play
add a peplum to a basic bodice, Nov:40-46
Patterns
add a peplum to a basic bodice, Nov:40-46
add a skirt-shaping petticoat to a special gown,
Jun/Jul:70-74
add needle-felted elements to sweaters, Feb:47
alter patterns to fit the over-forty figure, Dec:30-34
alter patterns to fit the over-forty figure, Nov:30-35
design dresses that fit and flatter each bridesmaid,
Jun/Jul:64-69
differences between Misses and Women’s (Plus)

pattern sizes, Oct:13
fit a pant pattern using a muslin, Jan:26-29
learn to fit square-armhole garments, Oct:28-31
look to styles of the past when building your fall
wardrobe, Oct:60-63
make a fitted headband using fabric scraps, Mar:4244
mark dots with a notch, Oct:17
new Sew News garment and home-dec patterns,
Mar:36-41
new Sew News patterns, Aug/Sep:44-49
newest fashion trends, Apr/May:78-83
pattern storage solutions, Nov:13
repair paper patterns with removable paper or cloth
tape, Nov:12
see also fit
stitch a belt with designer details, Mar:63
storing trims, Apr/May:12
test patterns in muslin to avoid wasting fashion fabric,
Nov:16-17
the latest Halloween costume patterns, Oct:52
Petticoat Junction
add a skirt-shaping petticoat to a special-occasion
gown, Jun/Jul:70-74
Pettey, Will (author)
one man’s first sewing class, Aug/Sep:50-51
Phillips, Londie (author)
make bridal keepsakes, Jun/Jul:56-63
Piecing
see also quilting
Pillows
choosing and sewing trims, Apr/May:30-32
covering foam cushions, Dec:17
make bridal keepsakes, Jun/Jul:60-61
start the year with a clean slate, Jan:37
stitch perfect points and corners, Oct:20
Turkish, mock box or butterfly corners for square
pillows, Apr/May:10-11
Pintuck Primer
pintuck basics; stitch a curtain, Apr/May:90-94
Pintucks
learn which presser foot to use and when,
Nov:26-27
pintuck basics; stitch a curtain, Apr/May:90-94
pleated tuxedo place mats, Jun/Jul:53
Piping
create a designer piped skirt waistband, Dec:13
learn which presser foot to use and when, Nov:27
make bridal keepsakes, Jun/Jul:61
preshrink piping, Nov:17
using charmeuse as an accent fabric, Jun/Jul:22-25
Place mats
capture images from nature on fabric with sunsensitive paints, Oct:46
pleated tuxedo place mats, Jun/Jul:52-55
Plaid Fad
learn where to match plaids, Aug/Sep:05
Pleating
add a peplum to a basic bodice, Nov:45
learn which presser foot to use and when, Nov:27
Plus-size
add a control panel to the front of pants, Mar:16
adjusting for a large bust, Jan:16
differences between Misses and Women’s (Plus)
pattern sizes, Oct:13
reducing dart bulk, Feb:12
Plus-Size Solutions
adjusting for a large bust, Jan:16

reducing dart bulk, Feb:12
Pockets
a simple shirring technique imitates smocking,
Feb:56-58
make three workout accessories, Jan:41
replace a jeans waistband with a bound one for more
comfort, Aug/Sep:79
tips for professional results, Jan:23
use a template to mark stitching lines, Dec:17
Pray, Janet (author)
advice on starting a sewing business Aug/Sep:70-75
Presser feet
learn which presser foot to use and when, Nov:23-29
make a portable felt game board, Aug/Sep:62
Pressing
add interfacing to leather and suede, Dec:17
corral tub toys in a mesh tote, Apr/May:66
tips for professional results, Jan:22, 24
Products & Notions (column)
Alicia’s Attic, repositionable strip to mark seam width
on machine, Dec:74
American Bridal Accessories, emergency sewing kit,
Jun/Jul:85
Blumenthal Craft, purse handles, Jun/Jul:86
Braza Corporation, bra strap adhesive strips, Jan:68
BusyBodies, sewing-themed T-shirt, Mar:77
Chronicle Books, stationery, Aug/Sep:85
Clover Needlecraft, Inc., mini iron, Oct:70
Clover, felting notions, Jan:69
Cranston, vegetable-print fabrics, Mar:76
Duncan Crafts, fabric glue, Oct:70
F & E Company, thread guide, Feb:60
FabricOrigami, patterns and kits, Apr/May:98
Favorite Things Pattern Designs, patterns for women
and children, Aug/Sep:84
Fiskars, sewing and quilting tools, Apr/May:100
Gingher, spring-action scissors, Nov:68
Haka Sewing Furniture, storage cabinet, Apr/May:97
Hemingworth, thread and thread covers, Oct:69
HHH Enterprises, crystal buttons, Jun/Jul:87
Hot Patterns, patterns for current fashion trends,
Mar:76
Hot Potatoes, rubber stamps, Nov:69
Indygo Junction, drawstring bag pattern and supplies,
Jan:67
Indygo Junction, pattern for needle-felted ornaments,
Dec:75
Jacq’s-Hats, wool wash, Jun/Jul:86
JHB, buttons, Apr/May:98
Linda Stewart Couture Designs, alterations with
professional results, Jun/Jul:88
LJI Designs, embroidery designs, Jun/Jul:88
MacPhee Workshop, sewing DVD, Aug/Sep:84
Mary Ellen Products, ironing spray, Oct:70
Mary Mulari Designs, apron patterns, Jan:68
More Splash Than Cash Decorating, pillow pattern,
Feb:60
Mountain Mist/Leffet & Platt, naturally based craft
fibers, Aug/Sep:84
Mundial, scissors, Aug/Sep:84
Name Maker, lapel pin holds eyeglasses, Dec:74
Oklahoma Embroidery Supply & Design, embellished
gift kits, Apr/May:99
Petite Plus Patterns, patterns, Apr/May:98
Plaid Enterprises, embroidery kits, Oct:71
Quilt Fashions, jacket patterns, Aug/Sep:85
Reliable Corporation, ironing table, Apr/May:100
Richland Silk Company, silk thread, Mar:75
RNK Distributing, lightweight fusible, Mar:76
Rowenta, steam iron, Nov:68
SewEzi, portable sewing table, Feb:59
Sewing Genius, collar for containing spray adhesive,
Jan:68
Strano Designs, ribbon stiffener and adhesive,
Jun/Jul:88
Sulky, cotton thread, Feb:60
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The Sewphisticated Stitcher, stuffed animals and
clothing, Feb:61
Tutto, portbale storage case, Dec:73
Uchida of America, fabric markers, Nov:68
Widget Products, Inc., illuminated scissors, Dec:74
Wool and Hoop, crewel embroidery kits, Nov:67
Professional Finish
tips for professional results, Jan:22-24

Q
Q&A (column)
add a control panel to the front of pants, Mar:16
adjusting for a large bust, Jan:16
choose the best fleece brand and weight for a
project, Nov:13
cleaning antique clothing, Feb:10-11
construct a portable nap mat, Mar:14-15
create a designer piped skirt waistband, Dec:13
create a faux pocket scarf, Oct:12-13
differences between Misses and Women’s (Plus)
pattern sizes, Oct:13
frog closures, Jan:14-15
hem cuffed slacks, Dec:12
insert an internal-flex handbag frame, Aug/Sep:10-11
insert an invisible zipper, Jun/Jul:12
pattern storage solutions, Nov:13
prevent bobbin thread from tangling, Apr/May:11
print photographic images on fabric, Aug/Sep:11
repair paper patterns with removable paper or cloth
tape, Nov:12
reuse an iron-on transfer, Jan:15
steam wrinkles from a wedding gown, Jun/Jul:13
stitch a perfect dart, Mar:15
stitching with minky fabric, Jan:15
storing trims, Apr/May:12
tips for storing fabric in plastic containers, Nov:13
Turkish, mock box or butterfly corners for square
pillows, Apr/May:10-11
using washable, flexible craft glue, Apr/May:11
Quick project
construct a portable nap mat correction, Oct:10
construct a portable nap mat, Mar:14-15
embroider cocktail napkins, Jan:58-59
felt a laptop carrying case, Oct:58-59
growth chart made with chalkboard fabric,
Aug/Sep:64-67
make a fitted headband using fabric scraps, Mar:4244
make a pencil case, Aug/Sep:54
make party invitations and place cards from fabric,
Nov:52-55
make unique fabric vases, Feb:48-50
makeover show host David Beaupre breathes new life
into old junk, Mar:12
no-fuss hat, Mar:33
serge fingerless gloves, Mar:68-69
stitch a lunch bag for school or office, Aug/Sep:52-53
stitch a stylish bath mat, Apr/May:76-77
stitch colorful coasters, Jan:64-65
stylish and functional buttons, Dec:58
turn a scarf into a table runner, Feb:40-41

R
Rand, Sheri (author)
embellish a corduroy purse with decorative stitches,
Oct:54-57

comfort, Aug/Sep:76-80
transform a vintage gown for a modern bride,
Jun/Jul:40
turn an ordinary T-shirt into a designer original,
Mar:70-72
use bridal fabric leftovers in these clever projects,
Jun/Jul:42
Registry Accessory
stitch silverware holders and china protectors,
Jun/Jul:46-49
Resources
see “Making Connections”
Retro Style Reunion
look to styles of the past when building your fall
wardrobe, Oct:60-65
Ribbon Accents
add a personal touch to a wedding with embroidered
ribbon accessories, Jun/Jul:34-37
Ribbon Runner
weave and stitch ribbons to make a table runner,
Apr/May:68-69

Selvage Savvy
when to use the selvage edge in a sewing project,
Mar:13
Sergers
see “Machine Review”
Serging
serge fingerless gloves, Mar:68-69
stitch an exercise wardrobe, Jan:50
Sewing machines
details on needle types, sizes, maintenance and
bobbins, Aug/Sep:21-24
learn which presser foot to use and when, Nov:23-29
embroidery machine comparison chart, Feb:insert
results of online survey, Feb:9
see also “Machine Review”
Sewing Solutions from Sandra Betzina (column),
tips for hassle-free sewing
Jun/Jul:18, Aug/Sep:18-19, Oct:16-17, Nov:16-17,
Dec:16-17
Sewing-Machine Neddles
details on needle types, sizes, maintenance and
bobbins, Aug/Sep:21-24

Robinson, Kat (author)
practice “Sewing Yoga” to alleviate aches and pains,
Jan:42-46

Sewing Machine Presser Feet
learn which presser foot to use and when, Nov:23-29

Roman Shade, The
construct and mount a roman shade, Apr/May:46-54

Sheets
measuring for home decorating, Apr/May:26

Rub-a-Dub Tub Tote
corral tub toys in a mesh tote, Apr/May:64-66

Shelf Bra
adapt a standard garment to accommodate a shelf
bra, Feb:24-26

Ruffles
add a peplum to a basic bodice, Nov:44
add texture and interest to fabric, Feb:22
learn which presser foot to use and when, Nov:26-27
Rulers
alternative to the wooden yardstick, Apr/May:19

S
Sadler, Alexis (author)
dye fabrics from your stash to make a colorful gypsy
costume, Oct:48-50
Scarves
turn a scarf into a table runner, Feb:40-41
Scholz, Antonia (author)
complete a room’s décor with coordinating tissue-box
covers, Apr/May:70-74
School Uniforms
alter school uniforms to fit properly and meet school
guidelines, Aug/Sep:26-31
Schyler, Stacy (author)
adapt a standard garment to accommodate a shelf
bra, Feb:24-26
Scrapbooking
catalog your sewing projects, Apr/May:18
interview with pattern and fabric designer Amy Butler,
Feb:14-15

Reader Tips (column)
Jan:10, Feb:8, Mar:8, Apr/May:8, Jun/Jul:10,
Aug/Sep:8, Oct:10, Nov:10, Dec:10

Seams
faux flat-felled seam for knits, Oct:17
learn which presser foot to use and when, Nov:25
stitching eyelet yardage, Feb: 37
tips for professional results, Jan:22

Recycling
makeover show host David Beaupre breathes new life
into old junk, Mar:10-12
modernize a button-down shirt, Oct:10
replace a jeans waistband with a bound one for more

Seaward-Cameron, Erin (author)
design dresses that fit and flatter each bridesmaid,
Jun/Jul:64-69

Shirring
add texture and interest to fabric, Feb:21
Shirts
alter school uniforms to fit properly and meet school
guidelines, Aug/Sep:30
makeover show host David Beaupre breathes new
life into old junk, Mar:12
modernize a button-down shirt, Oct:10
turn an ordinary T-shirt into a designer original,
Mar:70-72
Silk
add texture and interest to fabric, Feb:22
cleaning antique clothing, Feb:10-11
using charmeuse as an accent fabric, Jun/Jul:22-25
Skirts
add color to a skirt hem with double-sided appliqués,
Oct:40-43
alter school uniforms to fit properly and meet school
guidelines, Aug/Sep:27-28
Sleeves
alter school uniforms to fit properly and meet school
guidelines, Aug/Sep:30-31
check the fit of sleeves before setting them into a
garment, Mar:24-28
fit a larger sleeve into a smaller armhole, Dec:16
Slipcovers
fit and sew a slipcover, Apr/May:34-41
Smocking
a simple shirring technique imitates smocking,
Feb:56-58
add texture and interest to fabric, Feb:21
Snow Angel
two sweatshirts make a creative coat, Dec:42-46
Software: Mac
how to use embroidery software on a Mac,
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Aug/Sep:32-34
Sources
see “Making Connections” and “Products and
Notions”
Special Needs
see “Giving Back”
Special occasions
add a personal touch to a wedding with
embroidered ribbon accessories, Jun/Jul:3437
add a skirt-shaping petticoat to a special-occasion
gown, Jun/Jul:70-74
adding a bustle makes a gown more functional,
Jun/Jul:76-83
design dresses that fit and flatter each bridesmaid,
Jun/Jul:64-69
embroider cocktail napkins, Jan:58-59
favors for wedding guests, Jun/Jul:10
gifts for bridesmaids, Jun/Jul:10
interview with B Original host Michele Beschen,
Jan:18-19
make an easy, low-cost bridal veil, Jun/Jul:26-31
make bridal keepsakes, Jun/Jul:56-63
make party invitations and place cards from fabric,
Nov:52-55
make unique fabric vases, Feb:48-50
party decorating ideas, Jan:60-63
personalize chair covers, Jun/Jul:50-51
pleated tuxedo place mats, Jun/Jul:52-55
steam wrinkles from a wedding gown, Jun/Jul:13
stitch a treat-filled stocking for your pet, Dec:64-66
stitch colorful coasters, Jan:64-65
stitch silverware holders and china protectors,
Jun/Jul:46-49
tips and techniques for turning fabric tubes, Feb:5254
transform a vintage gown for a modern bride,
Jun/Jul:38-41
use bridal fabric leftovers in these clever projects,
Jun/Jul:42
using charmeuse as an accent fabric, Jun/Jul:22-25
Sporty Fleece Finishes
finishing fleece edges, Mar:19-23
Spotlight
interview with B Original host Michele Beschen,
Jan:18-19
interview with pattern and fabric designer Amy Butler,
Feb:14-15
interview with TV host April Eden, Jun/Jul:14-15
Joan Steffend, host of Decorating Cents, reveals
some sewing and decorating secrets,
Apr/May:16-17
makeover show host David Beaupre breathes new
life into old junk, Mar:10-12
Mark Montano talks about his career in fashion
design, Aug/Sep:16-17
Martha Stewart talks about sewing, Dec:18-20
Nancy Zieman talks about her 25 years on television,
Oct:18-20
needlecraft designer Michael Jolly shares his vision,
Nov:18-19
Square Armholes
learn to fit square-armhole garments, Oct:28-31
Square Dance
add color to a skirt hem with double-sided appliqués,
Oct:40-43
Stabilizer
use the appropriate stabilizer to embroider on terry
cloth, Jan:30-32
use your sewing machine to make gift wrap, Dec:38
Stalp, Amy (author)
embroider cocktail napkins, Jan:58-59

embroider geometric motifs to create a mobile,
Apr/May:42-43
embroidered leaf napkin rings, Nov:36-37
growth chart made with chalkboard fabric,
Aug/Sep:64-67
make a pencil case, Aug/Sept:54
Stay Sharp
learn how sewing helps you live longer, Jan:56-57
Stay Tape
using sew-in and fusible tape, Dec:17
Stefanelli, Marla (author)
measuring for home decorating, Apr/May:22-26
use built-in alphabet designs to enhance a hat,
Mar:30-33
Stewart, Linda (author)
make an easy, low-cost bridal veil, Jun/Jul:26-31
Stitched Sentiments
make unique fabric vases, Feb:48-50
Stitching in the ditch
make a quality bound buttonhole, Dec:28
stitch a jacket enhanced with kimono fabric, Nov:5960

Tank tops
stitch cozy flannel pajama pants, Dec:70
Techniques
add color to a skirt hem with double-sided appliqués,
Oct:40-43
capture images from nature on fabric with sunsensitive paints, Oct:44-46
dye fabrics from your stash to make a colorful gypsy
costume, Oct:48-50
see also “Sewing Solutions from Sandra Betzina”
two sweatshirts make a creative coat, Dec:43
Techno Tote
felt a laptop carrying case, Oct:58-59
Teens
add sparkle to projects with iron-on crystals and
metallics, Oct:24-27
make party invitations and place cards from fabric,
Nov:52-55
replace a jeans waistband with a bound one for more
comfort, Aug/Sep:76-80
winners of the 2007 Make It With Wool contest,
Nov:62-64
Tension
prevent bobbin thread from tangling, Apr/May:11

Stitchout Sideline
Amazing Designs, embroidery designs, Jan:32,
Mar:33, Aug/Sept:41, Oct:33
Bernina, embroidery designs, Nov:37
Dalco Home Sew, embroidery designs, Jan:32,
Mar:33, Oct:33, Nov:37
Embroidery Library, embroidery designs, Feb:31,
Jun/Jul:37, Oct:33
EmbroideryArts, embroidery designs, Apr/May:43
Grand Slam Designs, embroidery designs, Feb:31,
Jun/Jul:37
Hatched in Africa, embroidery designs, Jan:32,
Apr/May:43
Husqvarna Viking, embroidery designs, Apr/May:43,
Dec:38
Janome America, embroidery designs, Mar:33,
Aug/Sep:41
Kenmore, embroidery designs, Apr/May:43, Dec:38
Laura’s Sewing Studio, embroidery designs, Jan:32,
Jun/Jul:37, Dec:38
Oklahoma Embroidery Supply & Design (OESD),
embroidery designs, Feb:31, Jun/Jul:37, Nov:37
Pantograms, embroidery designs, Mar:33,
Aug/Sept:41, Oct:33
Roberta’s Creations, embroidery designs, Dec:38
Sudberry House, embroidery designs, Feb:31,
Aug/Sep:41, Nov:37

Terry cloth
make three workout accessories, Jan:41
use the appropriate stabilizer to embroider on terry
cloth, Jan:30-32

Storage
pattern storage solutions, Nov:13
tips for storing fabric in plastic containers, Nov:13

Toppers
create a faux pocket scarf, Oct:12-13
use the appropriate stabilizer to embroider on terry
cloth, Jan:30-31

Sundermann, Terrell (author)
construct and mount a roman shade, Apr/May:46-54
Sunny Side Up
capture images from nature on fabric with sunsensitive paints, Oct:44-46

T
Table for 2
turn a scarf into a table runner, Feb:40-41
Table runner
turn a scarf into a table runner, Feb:40-41
weave and stitch ribbons to make a table runner,
Apr/May:68-69
Tablecloth
measuring for home decorating, Apr/May:24-25

There’s No Business Like Sew Business
advice on starting a sewing business, Aug/Sep:70-75
Things to Brew
stitch a kitchen message board, Apr/May:56-58
Think Outside the Design
machine embroidery software options, Feb:38-39
Thread
embellish flip-flops and make a gift bag, Aug/Sep:37
see also “Products and Notions”
turn a scarf into a table runner, Feb:41
Tic-Tac-Toe
make a portable felt game board, Aug/Sep:60-63
Tie the Knot
pleated tuxedo place mats, Jun/Jul:52-55
Tissue Fitting
see fit and “Fitting”

To All a Good Night
stitch cozy flannel pajama pants, Dec:68-70
Toppers
create a faux pocket scarf, Oct:12-13
use the appropriate stabilizer to embroider on terry
cloth, Jan:30-31
Travel
repair zippers in tents and other outdoor gear,
Aug/Sep:56-59
Trench With a Twist
home-dec fabrics make a fashionable trench coat,
Dec:60-62
Trend Watch: Spring ‘07
newest fashion trends, Apr/May:78-83
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Trims
add a personal touch to a wedding with embroidered
ribbon accessories, Jun/Jul:34-37
add a skirt-shaping petticoat to a special-occasion
gown, Jun/Jul:74
choosing and sewing trims, Apr/May:28-32
learn which presser foot to use and when, Nov:28
look to styles of the past when building your fall
wardrobe, Oct:65
make an easy, low-cost bridal veil, Jun/Jul:28-29
make bridal keepsakes, Jun/Jul:61
stitch colorful coasters, Jan:65
storing trims, Apr/May:12
weave and stitch ribbons to make a table runner,
Apr/May:68-69

more comfort, Aug/Sep:76-79
tips for professional results, Jan:24
when to use the selvage edge in a sewing project,
Mar:13
Wallhanging
make a bulletin board and boxes to organize the
office, Apr/May:60-63
stitch a kitchen message board, Apr/May:56-58
Waterproof fabrics
a shower curtain makes a one-of-a-kind raincoat,
Mar:64-67
make a pet carrier with screen windows, Mar:58
make a portable felt game board, Aug/Sep:62
make three workout accessories, Jan:40-41

Try Your Luck
turn an ordinary T-shirt into a designer original,
Mar:70-72

Wearable Art
add texture and interest to fabric, Feb:19-23

Tube Turning 101
tips and techniques for turning fabric tubes, Feb:5254

Webber, Carmen (author)
turn an ordinary T-shirt into a designer original,
Mar:70-72

U
Understitching
tips for professional results, Jan:22
Unexpected Accessories
transform common household items into unique
purses, Mar:46-49

V
Van Fleet, Kate (author)
stitch silverware holders and china protectors,
Jun/Jul:46-49
Veils
make an easy, low-cost bridal veil, Jun/Jul:26-31

Weddings
see special occasions

Zip It!
foolproof technique for inserting zippers in pullovers,
Dec:48-53
Zippers
binder clips hold zipper in place, Oct:10
foolproof technique for inserting zippers in pullovers,
Dec:48-53
insert an invisible zipper, Jun/Jul:12
learn which presser foot to use and when, Nov:28
make a pet carrier with screen windows, Mar:57-58
prewash a zipper, Oct:10
repair zippers in tents and other outdoor gear,
Aug/Sep:56-59
stitch a diaper bag with attached changing pad,
Mar:52-53
transform common household items into unique
purses, Mar:49

Wells, Lyndi (author)
a simple shirring technique imitates smocking,
Feb:56-58
Welts
fit and sew a slipcover, Apr/May:36-37
Where’s the Straight Grain?
determine a fabric’s grain, Feb:16

Vests
finishing fleece edges, Mar:19-23
Vintage Wedding Gown
transform a vintage gown for a modern bride,
Jun/Jul:38-41

Wireless Embroidery Technology
use wireless networking with your embroidery
machine, Oct:32-34

Vinyl
a shower curtain makes a one-of-a-kind raincoat,
Mar:65, 67
tips for stitching vinyl, Dec:17

Wool
add needle-felted elements to sweaters, Feb:42-47
start the year with a clean slate, Jan:37
two sweatshirts make a creative coat, Dec:42-46
winners of the 2007 Make It With Wool contest,
Nov:62-64
Working With Charmeuse
using charmeuse as an accent fabric, Jun/Jul:22-25
Working with Terry Cloth
the appropriate stabilizer to embroider on terry cloth,
Jan:30-32

W

Wyman, Linda (author)
stitch a kitchen message board, Apr/May:56-58
stitching eyelet yardage, Feb: 34-37

Waist stays
transform a vintage gown for a modern bride,
Jun/Jul:40

Y

Waistband
add a skirt-shaping petticoat to a special-occasion
gown, Jun/Jul:72
add ease to fit a larger tummy to a smaller
waistband, Dec:17
alter school uniforms to fit properly and meet school
guidelines, Aug/Sep:28-30
create a designer piped skirt waistband, Dec:13
inserting elastic, Feb:16
replace a jeans waistband with a bound one for

Zieman, Nancy (author)
stitch perfect points and corners, Oct:20

Weiderspahn, Cheryl (author)
transform common household items into unique
purses, Mar:46-49

Window Treatments
construct and mount a roman shade, Apr/May:46-54
measuring for home decorating, Apr/May:23-24
pintuck basics; stitch a curtain, Apr/May:94

Voigt-Reising, Susan (author)
look to styles of the past when building your fall
wardrobe, Oct:60-65
new Sew News garment and home-dec patterns,
Mar:36-41
new Sew News patterns, Aug/Sep:44-49
newest fashion trends, Apr/May:78-83
stylish and functional buttons, Dec:54-58

alter school uniforms to fit properly and meet school
guidelines, Aug/Sep:26-31
fit a pant pattern using a muslin, Jan:26-29
tips for professional results, Jan:22-24

Yoder, Hope (author)
use the embroidery machine to re-create traditional
techniques, Feb:28-31
Yoga
practice “Sewing Yoga” to alleviate aches and pains,
Jan:42-46

Z
Zapp, Anna (author)
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